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September 6th 2019 => The magic of reading stories! 
Based on the Commitments of Traders data reported on:  September 3rd, 2019 

 
 
A child when brought into this world is on a quest to learn everything they possibly can and as a parent our job to help guide them through their journey of 
learning. As a father I have come to understand why reading stores to our kids is so important. One of the things we try to teach our children is what words 
mean. At the beginning I used to give my daughter the definition of words and most of the times it went right over her head and what I started to learn was that 
it was more important for me to use those words around her so she could start to understand the context in which those words were used. I started to realize 
that learning is achieved by having your children with you on the journey of life so they can witness how you deal with situations and what words you use to 
express yourself in those situations. This process takes time as you must go through the actual experiences with them. Books on the other hand allow you to go 
on journeys with them without ever changing your current situation. 
 
When reading a book to your children they will experience a situation with you and with your guidance you can help them to understand when the characters of 
the story communicate in a certain way or act in a particular fashion. It is through understanding the character and how they deal with others and circumstances 
that the child begins to understand human nature itself. What does this have to do with trading? Everything! 
 
In trading, you are trying to understand the markets and how they move but how can you do that without living through the story and having a deeper 
understanding of what is taking place. You must understand the context of where price is, where it came from to understand what it will likely do. I can open up 
a dictionary and read the definition of a word to a child and they won’t have a clue what the meaning of the word is and just  like in trading you can be taught 
specific lessons in price movement and market dynamics but without living through the experiences, without studying the charts and understanding its history 
and the characters involved, it will be very difficult to ever learn anything on a deeper level. This is why we have the classroom sessions. We read the story of 
price together and make sure we understand everything we are reading so that when difficult situations arise we are capable of understanding what is taking 
place. Every situation is different as with the hurdles life throws us and so the more we read stories and learn the better prepared we will be to handle similar 
situations when they come to us. 

 
 

📊 In the Markets:  In the markets we have some very interesting things taking place. We have the #eurusd and #nzdusd hitting all-time high position size on  

their shorts and we just had the #gbpusd at all-time highs and what took place with that pair is profit taking which fueled a move upwards. Considering we have 
demand in play on both the kiwi and euro, we can safely expect profit taking on the short positions which will 
push price upwards. This is the reason why we closed our theme trade on the #eurusd because of this possibility.  
When you look at the #dollar we can see it hit some supply and is starting to react so combining all these pieces 
we can see the evidence to suggest some profits will be taken and those positions being closed will fuel a reaction 
that will push price in the direction dictated by the forces in play. 
 
#Gold hit the supply we had mapped out and now we are seeing the push downwards from it as the banks begin 
to take profits. Momentum has officially shifted on the daily chart to the downside which is exactly what we spoke 
about in a class we did last week. This is what we were waiting for. Now with profit taking we can expect more 
downside to come. Only thing to mention here is that the #euro will want to go up with profit taking and #gold will 
want to drop so we have two markets that usually move in the same direction be compelled to move in opposite 

directions. We will be watching this to see how the markets react and play out. We just might see more shorts being added to the #eurusd and it drop even 
further, that is a possibility, new records are only created by have old one broken! 
 
Interesting times in the markets now!  

 

Hi! I’m a student at 

the University! 

 



💼 Portfolio:  

The portfolio has currently some positions on two charts, $audusd and #gold. We’ll be looking to add to these positions and build a larger exposure as price 
continues to play in our favour. 

 Started in short on the $audusd theme trade 
 Started in with some short positions on the #Gold WK/MN theme trade 
 The theme trades on $eurusd are all closed now at break even.  
 The long theme trade on the $usdchf has been closed for a +9.38% return on the portfolio. 
 Closed the theme long positions on $usdjpy trade which resulted in a +2.09% return on the portfolio. 
 #gold theme short trade has been closed for a +7.2% on the portfolio. 
 Closed the $usdcad theme long positions for a +5.55% return on the portfolio.. 

 

 
 

 How to qualify for Level 2    To graduate to level 2 of education YOU MUST complete two (2) Parts of the Chart Analysis Classes. Each class is 
broken down into 8 – 10 separate sessions. Completing these parts includes completing and submitting your homework each week. We are 
currently in the $AUDUSD Daily Chart Analysis Sessions Part 1 which began on July 2nd 2019. You must start when we begin a new set of classes. 
The new classes will begin again on September 2nd 2019. In preparation for the new classes in September, you can watch the classes we have 

already completed for both #gold and the $AUDUSD. Next year’s classes will include Part 2 of the $AUDUSD Daily Chart Analysis and the 
prerequisite will be to have watched all the $AUDUSD Daily Chart Analysis Sessions for Part 1 and to have drawn the supply/demand zones and 
trend lines. 
 
Volatility Alert: EUR rate on Wednesday!    
 

 
GOLD:  Institutional traders have a VERY STRONG BULLISH SENTIMENT. 
Force of Price 

FORCES Mn Temp force is down /Trend up  Wk Temp force is down /Trend up  

Overview: Price hit the monthly supply zone and as this took place the institutions added more to their long in order to get price to push upwards into this 
supply. Now that the supply has been hit we can see the selloff begin. We are already situated short as we got in right at the top before price tipped over. Shorts 
are still a bit more aggressive and it could lead to a continued increase in the weeks to come as the banks now prepare for a move lower from the supply we 
have hit. Total size is still aggressive and this is why profit taking is now expected. The last time shorts we at this amount price fell drastically. 

   The key theme in play here is that higher time frame forces are pushing price upwards so price will make its way higher and now we have a 3 month 
ascending trend line to support the move higher. 

 
 
 

https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/audusd-short-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/gold-wk-mn-supply-short-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/eurusd-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5d669f529bb437001691ecc5
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdchf-theme-long-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd42c8f51e7910016ad295f
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdjpy-theme-long-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd245ab03e01204300ef617
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/xauusd-gold-theme-short
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd4314451e7910016ad2b33
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/magic-trader-portfolio/usdcad-long-theme-trade
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/forum/main/comment/5cd43ad0b8deca00164f4f54
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/cl1-s-d-audusd-daily-sessions
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/s-d-analysis-sessions
https://www.whiteoakfx.com/cl1-s-d-audusd-daily-sessions


OIL: Institutional traders have a VERY STRONG BULLISH SENTIMENT. 
Force of Price 

FORCES Mn Momentum up paused Wk Momentum down has paused 

Overview: Price consolidated again and we can see that the institutions closed some longs from 513k to 508k and added some to their short from 121k to 124k. 
Net positions drop again from +391k to +384k. We are seeing a slow reduction of long exposure but nothing drastic so far. As mentioned before price is stuck in 
a range between monthly supply and monthly bullish engulf so price will take it’s time before a break out. Total size is less aggressive but we’ve seen total size 
reach a million before so needless to say we can expect more size is possible. Long exposure is at 80% now which is very aggressive. Watching for that continued 
move lower. 

   The key theme in play here based on the evidence is that the institutions accumulated a massive long position which they have been since taking profits on 
in preparation for a move lower. 

 
 
US DOLLAR: Institutional traders have a NEUTRAL/BULLISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 2.25% (last change – July 31, 2019) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Mn Momentum up has paused Wk Trend up / Force is up /Momentum is up 

Overview: Price rallied up into the weekly supply zone and as it did the institutions increased their long positions from 48k to 54k for a massive move. This 
completely explains the move up we received right into that supply and right to the pip on a nested daily supply zone. We can see that longs are at 54k and 
starting to get more aggressive but we should know that longs have reached into the 90’s in the past so that leaves much room for them to be added. Weekly 
supply now in play so these moves down are because of that. Monthly supply proximal line has not been reached yet. 

   There is a 3 month up trend in play and the ascending trend line has been hit so the higher timeframe forces are pushing price upwards and will cause it to 
remove supply on all lower timeframes. 

 



AUDUSD: Institutional traders have a STRONG BEARISH SENIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 1.00% (last change – July 2, 2019) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Momentum down paused Weekly Trend is Down /Moderate force is down/Momentum is down 

Overview: Price consolidated at the lows again before a move higher took place this past week and as it consolidated the institutions added some long from 31k 
to 34k which helped in the move up. Short were also added to from 92k to 93k. Total size is still aggressive but not as much as they were in June. As mentioned 
before, the most short the institutions have ever been is in the 111k’s and we have reached close to there a couple times now.  Price rallying upwards now 
towards the weekly supply we expect to see momentum shift back down. 

   The main theme in play here is that we have a 3 month area of supply that has been hit and is in play so price will want to head much lower in the charts. 

 
 
USDCAD: Institutional traders have a NUETRAL/BEARISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 1.75% (last change – October 24, 2018) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Weak moderate force is up  Weekly  Weak moderate force is down  
Overview: Price consolidated again at the weekly momentum shift supply zone and as that took place the institutions added to their longs from 37k to 42k and 
left their shorts alone. So as price was at supply they add long, let that sink in a bit. Now we see price dropped from the weekly supply and the force came into 
play. Shorts were aggressive and becoming less so as time rolls on. Just like #oil price is stuck in a range between monthly bearish engulf and a monthly demand 
and ascending trend line. Needs time to play out so watching the positions at this point will be crucial. 

   The main theme in play here is that a 3 month demand zone has been hit and the forces will push price upwards through lower t ime frame supply. 

  
 
 



USDCHF: Institutional traders have a BEARISH SENTIMENT 
Interest Rate: -0.750% (last change - January 15, 2015) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Momentum up has paused Weekly  Trend is down / moderate force is down 

Overview: Price rallied upwards right to the weekly descending trend line and as this took place the institutions added to their longs from 18k to 22k and they 
also added to their shorts from 14k to 16k. This move puts shorts into aggressive territory. We’ve seen a big shift from bullish sentiment to now a more bearish 
sentiment as long exposure drops from 71% to now only 58%. This week we saw price consolidate at the weekly descending trend line so we are at the point on 
the charts now that price can rally strong or drop from here. There will be retail and institutional trading taking place at this juncture. 

   The main theme in play here is a 3 month ascending structure that is holding with a 6 month demand zone that fell short of being hit. 

 
 
EURUSD: Institutional traders have a NEUTRAL SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 0.00% (last change - March 10, 2016) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Momentum down has paused Weekly Trend is down / Temp force is up 

Overview: Price dropped on the weekly chart and as this took place the institutions increased their longs from 173k to 186k and at the same time increased their 
shorts from 212k to 235k. Right now total positions are at the highest level it’s ever been with 421k in total size for both longs and shorts. Net positions 
increased to the downside with an increase from -38k to -49k. With total size at extremes we can expect some profit taking at some time and being that we are 
at demand it’ll likely be short positions. We should also recognize that this weekly demand is inside a monthly demand zone so therefore the monthly demand 
zone is actually in play. We could see a reversal take place at any point which is why we decided to exit the theme trade at break even. 

   On the larger time frame we have price reacting from a descending 3/6 month trend line so the major force will be pushing price lower. 

 



GBPUSD: Institutional traders have a STRONG BEARSISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 0.75% (last change - August 2, 2018) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Momentum down has paused Weekly Trend is Down  

Overview: Price dropped before hitting supply and as that took place the institutions closed some of their shorts from 127k to 123k. Price has since rallied again 
this time hitting some supply on the daily chart and then dropped again. We have seen how short positions became very aggressive and then profit taking took 
place. The focus may now shift to the $eurusd profit taking and we may see price continue a rally on this chart. Recently short positions hit all-time highs of 147k 
so it’s just like we see with the #euro now, with that in mind we can expect the same reaction. 

  The really important thing to note here is this, when we had contracts expiring and we saw that short positions were dramatically reduced from 66k to 43k. 
On the higher timeframes we have a 6 month momentum shift supply in play so the force is downwards. 

 
 
USDJPY: Institutional traders have a STRONG BEARISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: -0.10% (last change - January 29, 2016) 
Force of Price  

FORCES Monthly Trend down / Momentum down  Weekly Trend is down / Weak temp force is up 

Overview: Price dropped right towards the weekly tested demand zone and as it did the institutions added some long from 18k to 26k and then also added to 
their shorts from 49k to 59k. This puts short positions in a somewhat aggressive stance. Net positions are getting more bearish at -33k. Now we can see that 
price reacted from the weekly demand and started to push upwards. With the monthly demand now taken out and price still at lows it will all be about whether 
the monthly supply becomes validated or not. 

   A 3 month supply zone is in play so the higher timeframe forces will be pushing price lower down towards the monthly demand at 103. 

 



NZDUSD: Institutional traders have a BEARISH SENTIMENT. 
Interest Rate: 1.5% (last change – May 7, 2019) 
Force of Price 

FORCES Monthly Moderate force is down / momentum down  Weekly Weak moderate temp force is up  

Overview: Price dropped right down into a demand imbalance and as that took place the institutions added to their shorts from 47k to 51k. As with the #eurusd 
shorts are now at all-time highs at 51k. So with a few pairs hitting all-time scenarios we can expect a move up which began this week. There is weekly supply 
much higher so we can safely assume this push upwards will take place. 

  We must remember that in the grand scheme of things higher time frame forces are pushing down on price so we should start seeing more bearish 
pressure come into play as they build a more aggressive short position. 

 
 
  
 

 

Currency Interest Rate 

Dollar (USD) 2.25% 

Swiss Franc (CHF) -0.75% 

Canadian Loonie (CAD) 1.75% 

Aussie (AUD) 1.00% 

Euro (EUR) 0.00% 

Pound (GBP) 0.75% 

Yen (JPY) -0.10% 

Kiwi (NZD) 1.5% 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.whiteoakfx.com/student-portal

